T he collection of the national Museum -Czech Museum of Music contains the largest set of harps built by Franz Brunner. this instrument maker was one of the most important builders of pedal harps in vienna in the late 18 th and early 19 th centuries. Brunner's harps use a single-action pedal design, the fourchette mechanism, decorations in the empire style, and in a few cases, the application of a new design principle with the use of an eighth pedal. this documents an important stage in the instrument's development, in which the single-action pedal harp was gaining ground in competition with the double-action harp. In the course of research, the maker was identified for another two instruments that had previously been listed as harps by anonymous makers. the comparisons include another three specimens of harps made by Brunner from other music collections abroad.
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Franz Brunner -harp -collection of musical instruments at the national Museum -Czech Museum of Music -single-action pedal harp -decorating of musical instruments the varied collection of harps in the holdings of the Czech Museum of Music contains a total of 63 specimens.
2 almost three quarters of harps (70%) are the work of makers not yet successfully identified or are folk instruments (especially hook harps) by anonymous makers. Of the harp builders so far identified, the collection represents Czech masters (4) and instrument makers from France (10) and england (1). 
Overview of the makers of harps held in the collection of the NM-ČMH

Status of research
Harps produced in Austria in the collection of the NM-ČMH are represented by four instruments made by Franz Brunner (1786 Buda -1840 vienna 4 ). the viennese instrument maker was discharged from the military in 1820, and on 28 July 1824 he became a qualified guitar maker. According to an advertisement in the Wiener Zeitung, that same year he was making guitars and harps using his own designs.
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In 1830, Stephan Ritter von Keeß described a Harpe amphionique made by Franz Brunner -a small, light pedal harp held on the player's lap. the author comments that the invention for creating half steps is entirely new, but he gives no further description of it. 3) in order by the number of specimens for a single instrument maker, then alphabetically by the instrument maker's name. in the years that followed, the reactions of music theorists focused mainly on Brunner's guitar production. 8 The first detailed description of a Brunner guitar by an organological expert was first presented in 2011 by the guitar restorer and expert Erik Pierre Hofmann. He pointed out that for his day, Brunner was very progressive as a guitar maker. 9 The book on contemporary sources by the organologist Rudolf Hopfner has made a significant contribution to research on the instrument maker's biography. 10 16 In terms of the organological system of classification, the harp belongs in the category of plucked chordophones.
4)
17 in ca. 1720, the German harpist and instrument maker Jakob Hochbrucker (1673-1763) first developed a harp with five pedals. later, the number of pedals was increased to seven, so that each note of the diatonic scale could be raised individually by a semitone in all octaves. Hochbrucker's son Johann Baptist introduced the pedal harp to Paris around the year 1760. In the 1760s, the harp became fashionable among Parisian women of status, and it was the preferred instrument of Marie-antoinette, the future queen. important harp makers (Cousineau, Krupps, Naderman family, Holtzman family) were constantly striving to perfect their instruments.
18 For the single-action pedal harp, they introduced tuning equipment for shortening the strings (in order to raise the notes of the diatonic scale by a semitone) first using rods to activate a hook (contact) mechanism (mécanique à crochets). around the year 1780, a mechanism with a system of crutches (mécanique à béquilles) came into use. The French instrument maker Sébastien Erard (1752-1831) invented the fourchette (fork) mechanism with prongs on rotating disks. in 1794 erard was granted a royal patent for his invention of rotating prongs (fourchettes) on two sturdy brass disks. 19 this design was employed for all of the preserved harps by the viennese master harp builder Franz Brunner covered by this research, including instruments from other collections. they date from the first two decades of the nineteenth century, and they exhibit the following characteristics:
l Fourchette mechanism of the single-action pedal harp -mécanique à fourchettes et à simple mouvement. l an opus number -"no." -always appears on the neck of the harp. 21 the harps made by Franz Brunner that have been found so far bear opus number in series from 7 through 49. 22 if we compare harps with consecutive or nearly consecutive opus numbers, we find the greatest similarities in their exterior design or decorating. The numbers on the instruments do not repeat, so the possibility can be ruled out that the numerals designate of a model in a maker's catalogue. in view of the fact that Brunner also does not list the year of manufacture, it is not possible to draw any conclusions regarding his numbering and a possible chronology.
l On the bottom of the pedal box are the positions for the seven pedals. Of the harps in question, two instruments are equipped with eight pedals. in accordance with designs by Jan Křtitel Krumpholtz, who inspired the realization of the harpe à renforcement in ca. 1785, this structural principle was realized by Jean-Henri Naderman. The function of the eighth pedal, placed as the fourth from the left (as seen by the player), is to open and close five openings with shutters on the back of the harp's body. The purpose of this was to facilitate crescendos and decrescendos as well as tremolos. instruments with an eighth pedal designed to achieve sound effects were still being built until the mid nineteenth century by erard and other harp makers who took inspiration. at present, this model is only found in museum collections.
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l Materials used for the harps: the body, neck, and pillar are usually made of maple, while the soundboard is made of spruce. The harp with the opus number 19 (inv. no. NM-ČMH E 1999) was apparently built with the intention of adding an eighth pedal. On the bottom of the pedal box, where seven pedals are attached, the opening for affixing the lever of the eighth pedal is missing, although a space is cut out for it on the plate, and on the bottom of the case, the hole cut out for the pedal lever is filled with wooden wedges. During this research, the author of this specimen was newly identified, as was the case with the harp with the opus number 31 (inv. no. NM-ČMH E 2005). Until this research was conducted, both harps were listed in the museum's records as the work of anonymous instrument makers. 24 They were identified on the basis of characteristic design features -mechanical design, pedals, dimensions, stringing etc. last but not least, the indication of Brunner's name on the harp's neck was verified together with the opus number. The name has largely been rubbed off Just under half of the harps in question are in good enough condition that they can still by proudly displayed in exhibition halls.
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Overview of harps so far identified as made by Franz Brunner 28 KHM Wien = Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien Scenkonstm. Stockholm = Scenkonstmuseet Musikverket Stockholm *) = maker newly discovered within the framework of research **) = MÜLLER 1999 (p. 134) incorrectly states 54 strings ***) = the design of the pedal box was originally intended for 8 pedals ****) = on the bottom of the pedal box, there is a seal with the monogram "VBT".
25) The NM-ČMH collection also contains two pedal harps with a fourchette mechanism by his son Etienne Challiot -single-action: inv. no. 28) Data in the table is in millimeters. the overall height is determined including the feet, the length of the pillar is measured including the crown, and the neck is measured without the harmonic curve. the width of the sounding board is measured top/bottom. the indication of string lengths gives the length of the vibrating portion of the shortest/longest strings. the numeral for strings and pedals indicates their quantity. as part of the research, detailed organological descriptions were made for all of the Franz Brunner harps in the collection of the NM-ČMH, and these descriptions are kept in the internal material of systemic records of musical instruments of the NM-ČMH. th and early 19 th century, is characteristic of the decorating of Brunner's instruments. Unlike during the previous period, the decoration of the crown and upper part of the pillar was limited to the relatively sparingly used elements -stylized foliage ornaments (acanthus leaves, garlands etc.), a lyre, a woman's head with her breasts uncovered, etc. The upper part of the crown, fitted with a flat, round disk, replaced the artistically carved scroll that was formerly used. The pillar is generally fluted. The feet near the pedal box usually are in the shape of animal paws.
The decorations of some harps are similar to each other. For example, the combination of foliage motifs with a lyre is used in designs of harp crowns and of the lower part of the pillar both for the harp op. no. 31 (inv. no. NM-ČMH E 2005) and for op. no. 32 (inv. no. NM-ČMH E 1532), but in terms of their structure, the harps differ in terms of the number of pedals, slightly deviations in their dimensions etc. Some similarities in decoration can also be seen between the harp op. 19 (NM-ČMH E 1999) and the instrument in the Viennese collection with the op. no. 7 (KHM Wien, inv. no. SAM 998). The similarities involve the nearly identical decorating of the upper part of the pillar. the crowns, however, differ: while the "viennese" crown ends in the shape of a snail that gradually changes over to a leaf, the crown of the "Prague" instrument is formed into the shape of a simple block, decorated with fluting similarly to the entire pillar.
Original owners of the instruments
Three of the four Franz Brunner harps in the NM-ČMH collection come from the collection in the estate of the Czech harpist, teacher, and music publicist Marie Zunová-Skalská (1897-1961). Her collection of over twenty-four historic harps, today representing over a third of the entire harp collection of the national Museum, not only constituted a part of a very large collection, but also was probably used Marie Zunová in part for active playing. 29 The fourth specimen in the NM-ČMH collection (op. no. 49, NM-ČMH E 1502, acquisition no. 956/51) is from the collection of the national Cultural Committee for the Management of State Cultural Property.
one of the two harps in the viennese collection had a different fate. an inscription on the instrument shows that it was played by Josef Katschireck, the court harpist of the Court theatre in vienna. 30 The records of his employment in the official documentation of the theatre date from 1818 and correspond to the dating of Brunner's harp. 31 
